A beautiful collection of darker, richer colors with tremendous curb appeal, providing a real value for homeowners seeking a unique, stylish finish that stands out and stands apart from others in the neighborhood. Homeowners can specify Designer Collection with confidence knowing these colors are protected with ColorHold® Technology from Norandex.

22 BEAUTIFUL COLORS
WITH LASTING BENEFITS

Your home deserves the best. That’s why, in addition to siding, we offer other top quality products to beautify and protect your home from top to bottom. Whether it’s entry doors, energy-efficient windows, soffit, trim or metals, you can rest comfortably knowing you’ve finished your home with performance products that are among the best the industry has to offer.

COMPLEMENT YOUR NEW SIDING WITH OTHER QUALITY EXTERIOR PRODUCTS

ColorHold® is a highly durable capstock that resists fading and discoloring and is backed by a Limited Lifetime Transferable Warranty* including Lifetime Fade Protection.

* Visit www.norandex.com to view warranty details.
Your professional installation crew takes every possible precaution to make sure your new siding looks and performs its best. They use the Norandex proprietary NailRIGHT® Siding Installation System to help them locate and precisely nail into the framing studs. This is a very important detail because misapplied nails can cause siding to buckle, blow off in windy conditions, or be hazardous if they strike wiring or plumbing located between the studs.

NailRIGHT helps ensure an accurate and safe installation. It securely connects the siding to the wall for optimum performance. This means the beautiful siding you select will not only stand out, but will stay up, even in extreme weather conditions. Beauty and Performance. It’s the perfect siding combination to make the exterior of any home...perfect.

Avoid:
- Hidden Dangers
- Blow Off

TitanBar® Technology combines the Traditions Reinforced Nail Hem and the NailRIGHT® Siding Installation System, two innovations that help ensure the siding is securely interlocked and properly affixed to the wall.

- X Lok® panel projection provides rigidity and casts deep, appealing shadow lines
- Available in four traditional styles: Double 4" & 5" Clapboard, Double 4" & 5" Dutchlap
- Matching and contrasting soffit and accessories
- Limited Lifetime Transferable Warranty with ColorHold® Lifetime Fade Protection
- Won't blister, crack, flake, peel or rot like wood exteriors, so you'll never have to scrape, sand or paint again, reducing time and cost spent on maintenance
- Can help increase the resale value of your home, making it a wise investment should you ever decide to sell.

These are some of the benefits you’ll start to enjoy when you decide to make Woodsman Select Premium Vinyl Siding the choice for the life and looks of your most valuable possession.

THE LOOK OF WOOD
THE VALUE OF VINYL

TitanBar® Technology combines the Traditions Reinforced Nail Hem and the NailRIGHT® Siding Installation System, two innovations that help ensure the siding is securely interlocked and properly affixed to the wall.

- X Lok® panel projection provides rigidity and casts deep, appealing shadow lines
- Available in four traditional styles: Double 4" & 5" Clapboard, Double 4" & 5" Dutchlap
- Matching and contrasting soffit and accessories
- Limited Lifetime Transferable Warranty with ColorHold® Lifetime Fade Protection
- Won't blister, crack, flake, peel or rot like wood exteriors, so you'll never have to scrape, sand or paint again, reducing time and cost spent on maintenance
- Can help increase the resale value of your home, making it a wise investment should you ever decide to sell.

These are some of the benefits you’ll start to enjoy when you decide to make Woodsman Select Premium Vinyl Siding the choice for the life and looks of your most valuable possession.
Your professional installation crew takes every possible precaution to make sure your new siding looks and performs at its best. They use the Norandex proprietary NailRIGHT® Siding Installation System to help them locate and precisely nail into the framing studs. This is a very important detail because misapplied nails can cause siding to buckle, blow off in windy conditions, or be hazardous if they strike wiring or plumbing located between the studs.

NailRIGHT helps ensure an accurate and safe installation. It securely connects the siding to the wall for optimum performance. This means the beautiful siding you select will not only stand out, but will stay up, even in extreme weather conditions.

Beauty and Performance. It's the perfect siding combination to make the exterior of any home…perfect.

Avoid:

1. Hidden Dangers
2. Blow Off

The look of wood. The value of vinyl.

NailRIGHT assures the proper amount of nails are used, saving your home from unnecessary hammer hits.

TitanBar

XLok® Technology combines the TitanBar Reinforced Nail Hem and the NailRIGHT Siding Installation System, two innovations that help ensure the siding is securely interlocked and properly affixed to the wall.

XLok® panel thicknesses include a clear gloss natural color woodgrain pattern.

A 5/8” panel projection provides rigidity and casts appealing shadow lines.

Available in four traditional styles:

- Double 4” & 5” Clapboard
- Double 4” & 5” Dutchlap

Matching and contrasting soffit and accessories.

Limited Lifetime Transferable Warranty with ColorHold® Lifetime Fade Protection.

Wood slats, cracks, cuts, peel or rot-like wood maintenance, so you’ll never have to scrape, sand or paint again, reducing time and cost spent on maintenance.

Can help increase the resale value of your home, making it a wise investment should you ever decide to sell.

These are some of the benefits you’ll start to enjoy when you decide to make Woodman Select Premium Vinyl Siding the choice for the life and looks of your most valuable possession.

- Double 4” & 5” Clapboard
- Double 4” & 5” Dutchlap

Available in four traditional styles:

- Double 4” & 5” Clapboard
- Double 4” & 5” Dutchlap

Matching and contrasting soffit and accessories.

Limited Lifetime Transferable Warranty with ColorHold® Lifetime Fade Protection.

Wood slats, cracks, cuts, peel or rot-like wood maintenance, so you’ll never have to scrape, sand or paint again, reducing time and cost spent on maintenance.

Can help increase the resale value of your home, making it a wise investment should you ever decide to sell.

These are some of the benefits you’ll start to enjoy when you decide to make Woodman Select Premium Vinyl Siding the choice for the life and looks of your most valuable possession.
Your professional installation crew takes every possible precaution to make sure your new siding looks and performs its best. They use the Norandex proprietary NailRIGHT® Siding Installation System to help them locate and precisely nail into the framing studs. This is a very important detail because misapplied nails can cause siding to buckle, blow off in windy conditions, or be hazardous if they strike wiring or plumbing located between the studs. NailRIGHT helps ensure an accurate and safe installation. It securely connects the siding to the wall for optimum performance. This means the beautiful siding you select will not only stand out, but will stay up, even in extreme weather conditions.

Beauty and Performance. It’s the perfect siding combination to make the exterior of any home...perfect.

THE LOOK OF WOOD  
THE VALUE OF VINYL

SAFE, SECURE INSTALLATION

THE “X” APPEARS EVERY 8” ON THE NAILING HEM AS A GUIDE TO HELP DETERMINE LOCATION OF HIDDEN WALL STUDS.

AVOID:
Unnecessary Nail Usage

The heavy duty extended return leg snaps tightly into the TitanBar® Reinforced Nail Hem which is double the thickness of the siding panel under the nail head, for an installation that’s solid, secure and protects against panel blow off in adverse weather conditions.

For more information, visit www.homeinnovation.com/greenproducts. Consult the VSI website at: www.vinylsiding.org for a current list of certified products and colors.

Home Innovation
The right choice, the right place, the right time, every time.

The Dutchlap Clapboard style combines the TitanBar® Reinforced Nail Hem and the NailRIGHT® Siding Installation System, two innovations that help ensure the siding is securely interconnected and properly affixed to the wall.

A 500 panel projection provides rigidity and casts deep, appealing shadow lines.

Available in four traditional styles:
- Double 4” & 5” Clapboard
- Double 4” & 5” Dutchlap

Matching and coordinating soffit and accessories

Limited Lifetime Transferable Warranty with ColorHold® Lifetime Fade Protection

Wool blends, crack, fade, peel or rot like wood exteriors, so you’ll never have to scrape, sand or paint again, reducing time and cost spent on maintenance.

Can help increase the resale value of your home, making it a wise investment should you ever decide to sell.

These are some of the benefits you’ll start to enjoy when you decide to make Woodsman Select Premium Vinyl Siding the choice for the life and looks of your most valuable possession.
THE WARM, NATURAL LOOK OF ROUGHSAWN CEDAR

This is a visual representation of the actual fade that can be expected on standard vinyl siding vs. Woodsman Select Premium Vinyl Siding. Colors are mechanically reproduced.

**Original Siding Color**
- Woodsman Select Premium Vinyl Siding - after 3 years of exposure
- Standard Vinyl Siding - after 3 years of exposure
- Woodsman Select Premium Vinyl Siding - after 15 years of exposure

**Colors**
- White
- Silver
- Beige
- Cream
- Champagne
- Tan
- Sandstone
- Sierra
- Khaki
- Russet
- Maverick Brown
- Graphite
- Olive
- Cactus
- Fern
- Granite
- Smoke
- Seaport
- Steel Blue
- Wedgewood
- Tumbleweed
- Mocha

Your home deserves the best. That’s why, in addition to siding, we offer other top-quality products to beautify and protect your home from the top down. Whether it’s entry doors, energy-efficient windows, soffit, trim, or metals, you can rest comfortably knowing you’ve finished your home with performance products that are among the best the industry has to offer.

**ColorHold** is a highly-durable capstock that resists fading and discoloring and is backed by a Limited Lifetime Transferable Warranty* including Lifetime Fade Protection. *Visit www.norandex.com to view warranty details.

**Premium Vinyl Siding & Soffit**
- A beautiful collection of darker, richer colors with tremendous curb appeal, providing a real value for homeowners seeking a unique, darker finish that stands out and stands apart from others in the neighborhood. Homeowners can specify Designer Collection with confidence knowing these colors are protected with ColorHold Technology from Norandex.

For color accuracy, please see actual product sample.

COMPLEMENT YOUR NEW SIDING WITH OTHER QUALITY EXTERIOR PRODUCTS

- Windows
- Doors
- Metals
- Trim/Accessories
- Soffit

1-800-528-0942
www.norandex.com
THE WARM, NATURAL LOOK OF ROUGHSAWN CEDAR

This is a visual representation of the actual fade that can be expected on standard vinyl siding vs. Woodsman Select Premium Vinyl Siding.

Colors are mechanically reproduced.

Original Siding Color
WOODSMAN SELECT Premium Vinyl Siding - after 3 years of exposure

Standard Vinyl Siding - after 3 years of exposure

WOODSMAN SELECT Premium Vinyl Siding - after 15 years of exposure

15 YEAR COMPARISON OF FADE

Profile & Color Shown: Double 5" Dutchlap, Wedgewood White

Colors are mechanically reproduced. For color accuracy, please see actual product sample.

ColorHold is a highly durable capstock that resists fading and discoloring and is backed by a Limited Lifetime Transferable Warranty* including Lifetime Fade Protection.

* Visit www.norandex.com to view warranty details.

A beautiful collection of darker, richer colors with tremendous curb appeal, providing a real value for homeowners seeking a unique, darker finish that stands out and stands apart from others in the neighborhood. Homeowners can specify Designer Collection with confidence knowing these colors are protected with ColorHold Technology from Norandex.

22 BEAUTIFUL COLORS WITH LASTING BENEFITS

PREMIUM COLOR DESIGNER COLLECTION COLOR

Color Hold® Technology

Your home deserves the best. That’s why, in addition to siding, we offer other top-quality products to beautify and protect your home from the top down. Whether it’s entry doors, energy-efficient windows, soffit, trim, or metals, you can rest comfortably knowing you’ve finished your home with performance products that are among the best the industry has to offer.

COMPLEMENT YOUR NEW SIDING WITH OTHER QUALITY EXTERIOR PRODUCTS

Windows
Doors
Metals
Trim/Accessories

Soffit

1-800-528-0942

www.norandex.com

PREMIUM Vinyl SIDING & SOFFIT

A beautiful collection of darker, richer colors with tremendous curb appeal, providing a real value for homeowners seeking a unique, darker finish that stands out and stands apart from others in the neighborhood. Homeowners can specify Designer Collection with confidence knowing these colors are protected with ColorHold® Technology from Norandex.

22 BEAUTIFUL COLORS WITH LASTING BENEFITS

COLOR HOLD® TECHNOLOGY

Preventative capstock technology that resists fading and discoloring and is backed by a Limited Lifetime Transferable Warranty* including Lifetime Fade Protection.

* Visit www.norandex.com to view warranty details.

Your home deserves the best. That’s why, in addition to siding, we offer other top-quality products to beautify and protect your home from the top down. Whether it’s entry doors, energy-efficient windows, soffit, trim, or metals, you can rest comfortably knowing you’ve finished your home with performance products that are among the best the industry has to offer.

COMPLEMENT YOUR NEW SIDING WITH OTHER QUALITY EXTERIOR PRODUCTS

Windows
Doors
Metals
Trim/Accessories

Soffit